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Abstract
Death arises a whole new era in design, which is subject to thought, cultural responsiveness and emergent
QEXIVMEPMX]8LMWTETIVEWTMVIWXSHMTMRXSHMZIVWMX]SJWTIGYPEXMZITVSNIGXWI\TPSVMRK½GXMSREPWGIREVMSWSR
XVERWGYPXYVEPJYRIVEV]GSRHMXMSRW8LMWZEVMIX]MWEPMUYSXIHMRXSMQEKMREXMZIMRXIVTPE]WERHG]RMGEPETTVSEGLIWSRXLIGSR½RIQIRXFIX[IIRXLI³WIIR´ERHXLI³YRWIIR´&EWIHYTSRI\XIRHIHHSGXSVEPVIWIEVGLXLMW
paper attempts comparatives between re-contextualization of macabre concepts and precedents of the
TEWX8LIRSXMSRSJRISQIHMIZEPMWQVIJIVWXSIQIVKMRKQIGLERMWQWSJVIWTIGYPEXMRKSRI´WS[RHIEXL
FI]SRHPSGEPMXMIW'SRXIQTSVEV]HIWMKRGYPXYVIWSJXIRVIZIEPQYPXMPE]IVIHVIJIVIRGIWXSXLI³HEVORIWWSJ
HIEXL´ERHTVIWIRXMRXIVIWXMRKGEWIWERHXVERWJSVQEXMSRWSJXLI³LSVVM½G´8LIWIGEWIWVIJIVXSEJVEKMPIFEPance between a profound fascination and simultaneous transcending of death’s obscurity and grotesque.
It is within this paper’s goals to trace this fragile balance.
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Introducing argumental comparatives: Emergent matter correlated with
medieval references
Based upon mature doctoral research, this paper attempts to address a multiplicity of matters expressing
QIHMEXIHVITIVWSRM½GEXMSRSJQSVXEPMX]8LIRSXMSRSJQYPXMTPMGMX]VI¾IGXWZEVMEFPIHMQIRWMSRWGSVVIPEXIH
to certain diverse expressions of familiarity and matters of human decay.Within such concepts, a handful
of indicative speculations trace thresholds of matter as memory and thresholds of matter as process.
A series of reasonable questions may occur to the sound of such a topic. How can materiality and materialism associate with mortality, in the rich and multifaceted context of contemporary computational
architecture? How would it be possible to associate current responses to death with medieval concepts?
What may possibly be the asset of computational tools to such an era? Originating from a remote relation to the general themes of computation, this paper attempts certain thematic delegations relating to
emerging matters of death.
During medieval times, synthetic process had been evidently different compared to present days. Every
IHM½GILEHXSFIMHIRXMGEPXSERSXLIVERHMRRSZEXMSRHMHRSXQEXXIVEXEPP+SQFVMGLWXEXIWXLEX³SYVGSRtemporary notion that an architect or an artist has to be original wouldn’t be shared by artists of the past.
A medieval artist of the West would have never understood why he should invent new ways when the
old ones served their purpose well’ (1950). For the long and blurred period of Dark ages, it is interesting
XSWGEPIYTSRRSXMSRWSJ³W]RXLIXMGTVSGIWW´ERH³IHM½GI´6IKEVHMRK[IWXIVREVXEWJSPPS[MRKXLIHIGE]SJ
classic ancient world, Gombrich renders a continuous melting pot of different genres. These genres may
SJXIRETTIEVGSR¾MGXMRKFSXLMRVIPEXMSRXSIEGLSXLIVEW[IPPEWMRVIPEXMSRXSXLIWSGEPPIHWEZEKIRIWWSJ
XLEXEKI8LVSYKLZEVMEFPIGSR¾MGXWXLIVIEVIGIVXEMRXLVIWLSPHWSJWYFXPIRIWWIQIVKMRK
6IKEVHMRKQIHMIZEPJYRIVEV]IHM½GI XLIQSWXMQTSVXERXMWWYI[SYPHFIXLIGEPPMRKXSQMRHSJXLIHIceased person’s identity and not the remembrance of the precise place where the body had been placed.
*YRIVEV] IHM½GI ERH VIPMKMSYW EVX SJ XLI XMQI [SYPH VI¾IGX KVIEX WOMPP WYFXPI I\TIVXMWI ERH MRWTMVMRK
complexity. Philippe Aries traces the same general attitude towards death from Homer to Tolstoy.Though,
LIGSQQIRXWSRZEVMEXMSRWSJJYRIVEV]SFNIGXWIZSPZMRKHYVMRKXLIPSRKQIHMIZEPEKIW&]XEQMRKHIEXL
unprecedented familiarity with the living is celebrated, attaching almost no importance to the place of
burial (1977). This variable expression transforms into sensibility currencies of the age up until medieval
fascination with the macabre and beyond.
Within this introduction, a shift from vulgate of death to matters of altered attitude may be traced.Today,
HIEXLEVMWIWE[LSPIRI[IVEMRHIWMKR[LMGLMWWYFNIGXXSXLSYKLXVIWTSRWMZIRIWWERHYRI\TPSVIHQEXIVMEPMX]8LMWTETIVEWTMVIWXSHMTMRXSXLIKVIEXZEVMIX]SJWTIGYPEXMZITVSNIGXWI\TPSVMRK½GXMSREPWGIREVMSW
on funerary conditions.The notion of neo-medievalism refers to emerging mechanisms of re-speculating
SRI´WS[RHIEXL8LIVIJSVI MXVIJIVWXSWLMJXMRKFEPERGIFIX[IIRGSRXIQTSVEV]JYRIVEV]IHM½GIWERH
mediated emerging rituals.
Based upon extended research on evolving topological awareness of contemporary places of burial, this
paper delegates to thematic comparatives between unexplored materiality of human decay and re-contextualization of past funerary concepts. Most of the cases mentioned refer to fragile balances between
TVSJSYRHJEWGMREXMSRERHWMQYPXERISYWXVERWGIRHMRKSJHIEXL´WSFWGYVMX] -XMWYRXMPXLIEKISJWGMIRXM½G
TVSKVIWWRSQEXXIVLS[XLEXQE]FIHI½RIHXLEXLYQERFIMRKWKVIEXP]EGGITXIHERMHIESJGSRXMRYEXMSR
in good grace.That idea allotted a coherent response to mortality, featuring a commonplace throughout
classic antiquity. Commensurability between classic ancient coherence and medieval changefulness may
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arise as a correlation and potential origin for contemporary imagery.
-XMWXIQTXMRKXSGSVVIPEXIEXLGIRXYV]TIRHERXJIEXYVMRKXLIHSYFPITVS½PISJEQSRO´WLIEH[MXL
GSRXIQTSVEV]IHM½GI8LMWTMIGISJEVXMWMRHMGEXMZISJJYRIVEV]SFNIGXWSJMXWXMQIJIEXYVMRKTEVXSJXLI
monk’ s head with all elements of its living condition and the other part of it featuring its partly decomposed equivalent. In present days, Ulric Colette’ s work series on genetic portraits form an attempt of
assembling similarities between relatives of different age. He is featuring common people heads, half of
them featuring facial elements of their young living condition and the other half featuring their aged condition.This correlation of imagery reveals similarities in currents of mortality and established husbandry
with death.
-RXLIEKISJGSQTYXEXMSR EPMJIWM^IH RYHIWIPJTSVXVEMX VIRHIVIHJVSQXLIEVXMWX´WS[RFSHMP]¾YMH
which is fed intravenously to a CNC machine is possible.The question arising is what triggers a contemporary artist to experiment with synthetic processing, using his own blood? Ted Lawson’ s ‘Ghost in
the machine’ is using technology to achieve organicness into drawing.The artist himself claims that this
use of ever-expanding technology is something deeply variable, profoundly diverse and real, instated in
the centerness of his work.
Distinct modes: Forming and per-forming matters of death
)\XIRHMRKXLSYKLXWSRHMWXMRGXQSHIWSJ½GXMSREPEKMPMX]SRJYRIVEV]GYPXYVIWERHTVSGIWWIW [LEXMW
discussed here is emerging versions of designed and fabricated matter as well as the physical substances
revealed through a new era of speculative design. A great variety of concepts and ideas are currently
bringing forward two cases.These could be divided into a dual aspect of:
•
•

non-organic matter
organic matter

Within this paper, inorganic matters of death relate to multiple issues and expressions of memory.The
second aspect would relate to variable thresholds of matter and mediative processes of interrelation
to living entities. The distinction between these two aspects may be far from absolute. Such modes of
XVERWMXMSRJVSQQEXXIVXSHIQEXIVMEPMWEXMSRVI¾IGXTVSGIWWIWSJGSQQYXEXMSRXSIWWIRXMEPIPIQIRXW
Through current urge for death re-contextualisation, precedents and concrete disciplines are being
transformed into eco-green care and inventive wrappings of mortality. There are numerous features
VIPEXMRKXSIQIVKMRKQEXXIVWSJHIEXL8LIVIMW[MHIVERKISJIHM½GIJIEXYVMRKEWLIWEWQIHMYQJSVTIVWSRM½GEXMSRSJXLIHIWGIRHERXW´MHIRXMX]-RZIRXMZIGEHEZIVWEVIFIMRKHIWMKRIHWYGLEWEVXM½GMEPXVIIWGScoons and capsules. In most of these cases there is provocative breaking of frontiers and unprecedented
I\TERHMRKXSE[LSPIRI[½IPH8LIVIMWEPWSVIZIPEXMSRSJWXMQYPEXMRKQSHIWSJMRXIVEGXMSRFIX[IIR
postmortem care and natural processes.What we may experience in the near future is unprecedented
emergence of rituals featuring vital matters related to death and its venter. Emerging matter involves
mourning textiles, which are dissolving while passing time heals, transformation of digital heritage into
physical and habitable surfaces, CNC mills transposing generative forms into casting moulds or visions
for cadavers slowly going to light with the use of light algae or glow fungi. Someone may also observe
conventional places of burial replaced by nebulas of air-travelling capsules causing rain. Such cases trigger
a whole new sequence of speculative design, great potential for burial displacement and re-contextualMWEXMSRSJJYRIVEV]IHM½GI
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Where can the limits of ‘synthetic process’, in this design era, be traced? What is the meaning of ‘IHM½GI’, in
the age of computation? These are reasonable questions arising through a handful of examples mentioned
within this paper.The distinction between matter as memory and matter as process may relate to variant
thresholds of essence and layers of compound.This distinction may establish either static or performative
VITIVWSRM½GEXMSRSJHIEXLERHMXWTSXIRXMEPJSVQSVTLSKIRIXMGEKIRG]
Fifty years after Panofsky’s ‘8SQF7GYPTXYVI*SYV0IGXYVIWSRMXW'LERKMRK%WTIGXWJVSQ%RGMIRX)K]TXXS&IVRMRM’,
there are still researchers quoting that ‘tomb sculpture will remain... among the basic works which determine turning points in the history of our discipline’. Both distinctive matters relate to triggering shifts in
JYRIVEV]IHM½GIERHGYPXYVIW-RXLIGEWISJ.ERMGI;YERH+PSVME2KXLIVIMWEWXEXIQIRXEFSYXEWLIWEW
‘relic of the dead´½RHMRKTPEGIMRXLIJEQMPMEVMX]SJIZIV]GSRXIQTSVEV]LSQI8LIMVZMWYEPM^MSRSJERLSYVglass dripping the ashes of the descendant relates to variant layres of memory. Ida Hammarlund and Alyse
Sedlock suggest a new type of burial procedure, by taking on distinct earth forms different from that of the
TVII\MWXMRKQEYWSPIYQX]TI³*ERXEWXMGVITSWI´MWXLIMVTVSNIGXYRHIVTVSJIWWSV,IVRER(ME^%PSR^SJSV
an urban burial park evoking new understanding of the experience intended for worship and mourning.
&YVMEPVITIXMXMZIWTEGIMRMXMEXIWHIJSVQEXMSRWERHXVERWJSVQWMRXSRI[JSVQWSJIHM½GI
In terms of the second distinctive mode, organic matter relates to variable and differentiated processes
associated with natural matter.The imagery presented by Edna Reuveni, is the product of design research
on salt.The biodegradable cocoons are designed to contain human bodies and they are made from a comFMREXMSRSJOSWLIVWEPXVMGI¾SYVERH[EXIV)HRE6IYZIRMLEW[SVOIHSRXLMWGSQFMREXMSRSJQEXIVMEPW
capable of being moulded for variable shaping, and aiming at certain characteristics promoting eco-design
conceptions. In dry environments this cocoon acts as preservative container and in humid environments
its starts decomposing to gether with its content. Luminescent algae memorial sarcophagi and glow fungi
memorial chests are evident of emergent behavior towards death and performative rituals of mourning
VIPEXMRKXSREXYVEPQEXXIVW1MVNEQZER3ZIVFIIO)MRHLSZIRWXEXIWXLEXS\]KIRWYTTP]MRKEPKEIJYRIVEPEPgae can be used variously in funerals. Hollow mold pressed forms can be made of different materials, mixed
[MXLLYQEREWLIWERH¾SEXJSVWIZIVEPLSYVW SVWPS[P][VIGOMREKEVHIR%WTIGMEPKIP[MXLPYQMRSYW
algae (for the case of water environments) or natural glow fungi (for the case of ground environments)
GERGVIEXIPYQMRSYWIJJIGXJSVEFSYXE[IIOMRGIVXEMRIRZMVSRQIRXW-R½RMX]FYVMEPTVSNIGXGSQTSWIHF]
visual artist Jae Rhim Lee, is a prototype for a body suit, embroidered with thread infused with mushroom
spores.This embroidery pattern is a decomposing mechanism. Combination of two parts, one with dried
mushroom spores and second with liquid culture medium, potentially activates development and growth
of mushroom pattern aiming at engagement with process of decomposition.The team of studio PSK have
ZMWYEPM^IHXLITVSNIGX³-[MWLXSFIVEMR´[LMGLMWERIZSPYXMSRJVSQGSRZIRXMSREPJYRIVEV]IHM½GIMRXSX]TIW
SJREXYVEPWTIGXEGPI*SPPS[MRKJYRIVEPERHGVIQEXMSRXLMWTVSNIGXPMXIVEPP]WYKKIWXXLEXEZIWWIPGSRXEMRMRK
human remains and a dormant aerostat may cause rain through cloud seeding.
The nature of death: Mortality in the melting pot
Apparent shifts in expressions of mortality, through emerging concepts for deathcare, embrace adZERGIHXSSPWQSHM½GEXMSRWERHTVSGIHYVIWETTP]MRKGIVXEMRUYEPMXMIWXSIXIVREPIHM½GIERHREXYVEP
matters, as well as engagement with process of decomposition. Michel Pacault, among others, has
argued that a very important historical mutation occurred between eleventh and thirteen century.
The manner in which men applied their thoughts to their surroundings and concerns underwent
a profound transformation, while mental processes evolved radically (1972). Philippe Aries grasps
this important change in the speculum mortis (1976). Today, someone may observe computational
tools emerging as medium for calling to mind the memory of the descendant, in a variety of unprec-
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edented manners.Today, a triggering shift in the way humans express their mortality is becoming widely
evident.This shift is both poetic and pragmatic, manifesting an emerging changing of attitudes.
Medieval macabre as correlated to the contemporary expressions of mortality, reveals a precedent for
a new familiarity with death.This familiarity is expressed through both distinctive modes.
Conclusions on Dirty Futures: Beyond death ecologies and synthetic
thresholds of matter
This paper argued for unprecedented matters of re-invention related to death and human decay.
Such a case emerged through diverse highlights of unexplored thresholds of materiality. If our
‘microbiome’ extends to our environment, leaving traces in the air and on surfaces evident of our
MRLEFMXEXMSR XLI HMWXMRGXMSR FIX[IIR QEXXIV SJ HIGE] ERH MXW VIPEXMSR XS PMZMRK IRXMXMIW VI¾IGXW
GIVXEMRGYPXYVEPERH½GXMSREPXLVIWLSPHW-RXIVQWSJSVKERMGQEXXIVSJHIEXLMXMWMRXIVIWXMRKXS
UYSXI+ISJJ;EVHERHMXWTSMRXWSRFMSQIWEWVI¾IGXIHXSIVEWSJLYQERQSVXEPMX]FPYVVMRKXLI
boundaries of what is ‘us’ and what is ‘other’ (2013).
8LIHMZIVWMX]SJGSVVIPEXMSRWXLEXIQIVKIWFIX[IIRLYQERHIGE]ERHREXYVEPTVSGIWWIWVI¾IGXW
KIRIVEPERHWTIGM½GJSGYWSRHMJJIVIRXMEXIHUYEPMXMIWERHEWWIXW
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